
Your team has discovered the Lost Realm, and it’s even more amazing than you’d hoped! There are new landmarks and 

wonders everywhere. You can’t wait to explore and it looks like each of the landmarks has something of special 

importance to The Junk Lord, Kit, and Zoe. The team is eager to visit these new landmarks and learn more about this 

mysterious realm. 

But there's one problem. The e�ort to reach the Lost Realm has left Dash without power. The team needs to charge 

Dash up enough to explore the Lost Realm and make it back home in time for dinner. 

FINAL MISSION 

THE LOST REALM

12-14
AGES
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FINAL MISSION : THE LOST REALM

=========================================

PART I

Your mission is to restore your robot to full power, visit three 

landmarks and then return to the starting square with as many 

remaining face lights as possible.

=========================================

INTRODUCTION

5x8 30 cm gridded mat

Cue

Device

Cue app

Team logs/journals (your coach has access to templates through the 

Coaches’ Corner if needed) 

DIY construction materials as needed to create 3 landmarks

1 cup (~ 473 ml, 120 mm tall, top diameter 95 mm, bottom diameter 

64 mm or similar in size)

1 ping pong ball or a ball in similar weight and size

DIY construction materials as needed to create the booby trap barrier 

DIY construction materials as needed to make your orginal 

attachment to help your robot get the ball into the cup 

 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Lorem ipsum
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BUILD IT: PART 1

Part 1

Landmarks. Create 3 landmarks that represent 
your idea of the Lost Realm. The landmarks should 
represent something that the Creek Kids can use 
and will be judged on creativity. Each landmark 
should:

 • Fit inside a single square on the mat
 • Represent something that one of the Creek   
       Kids could use
 • Has a decription of what the landmark                        
    represents
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SETUP: PART 1

1

SET UP: PART 1

Place your robot in C4 facing 
towards the landmarks. 

Place your landmarks at A6, C8, 
and E6.  
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(15 + 20 = 35 possible main evidence points)

CHALLENGE PART 1 EVIDENCE POINTS BONUS EVIDENCE POINTS MISSION SCORE

MAIN EVIDENCE POINTS

TOTAL POINTS EARNED

BONUS EVIDENCE POINTS

For having landmark decorations and descriptions. These
will be evaluated based on creativity, but each one should
be contained within its square.

For Cue successfully going through all steps of the 
program. 

 

(5 + 10 + 20 = 35 max possible bonus points)

=+

YOUR CHALLENGE: PART 1

1

2

3

Create a program that includes the following: 

Cue starts o� at C4 appearing to be powered down. All lights 

shoud be o�.

 

Cue turns on a single face light with each button press. Use only the

buttons with shapes, not the main button. Press the shape button to

turn on 4 face lights, one at a time.  

When all 12 face lights are on, Cue should visit all 3 landmarks by 

stopping on a square adjacent to each landmark. 

Cue should lose 1 face light for every 30 cm traveled while visiting

each of the 3 landmarks. 

Cue should then return to C4 before all of the face lights turn o�.

Notice how many face lights are still on at the end of the program

to determine bonus points if any.    

 

 

20
POINTS

For having 3 remaining face lights after visiting all 3      
landmarks. 

For having 4 or more remaining face lights after visiting all 
3 landmarks.

For having a thematic set design (for example, decorating 
the rest of the mat as The Lost Realm) 

15
POINTS

5
POINTS

4

5

6

10
POINTS

20
POINTS



FINAL MISSION:  THE LOST REALM

INTRO: PART 2

The Lost Realm
While the team explores the Lost Realm, they      
realize it’s getting late, and they need to head 
home for dinner. At that moment, JP accidentally 
trips over a lever that activates a huge booby trap. 
What’s worse, the mechanism to deactivate it is on 
the other side of the booby trap barrier.  

It's up to the team to disable the booby trap. To 
deactivate the trap, they will need to use Dash and 
build an attachment that can get a ball into the  
deactivation device before the team is late for 
dinner!
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BUILD IT: PART 2

Part 2

Booby Trap. Construct a booby trap barrier that 
covers A3, B3, C3, D3, and E3. The barrier should be 
about 229 mm tall (9 inches) to prevent your robot 
from crossing it. Teams can decide what the booby 
trap barrier looks like and how it works. 

Attachment. Create an attachment for your robot 
that will help your robot get the ball over the booby 
trap barrier and into a cup on the other side. 

 

?
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TEST IT: PART 2

1

SET UP: PART 2

Add your attachment to your 
robot, and load a ping pong ball 
onto the attachment.

Place the booby trap barrier 
along column 3.

Place a cup in the center of C2
(You can tape it down to prevent it from 

falling over.)

Place your robot in C4 facing the 
cup.

Create a simple program to
make your robot use the 
attachment to get the ball into
the cup. Your robot should 
remain in C4.

If you want bonus points in the 
challenge, have your robot start 
at C5 or C7 and see if you can 
get the ball into the cup using 
the same attachment. 
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MAIN CHALLENGE SETUP: PART 2

1

2

3

SET UP: PART 2

 Place the cup in C2 (You can tape the 

cup down to hold it in place.) 

Place your booby trap in column C.

Place your robot in C4 facing 
towards your landmarks.

Place your landmarks at A6, C8, 
and E6. 
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(20 + 20 + 10 = 50 possible main evidence points)

CHALLENGE PART 2 EVIDENCE POINTS BONUS EVIDENCE POINTS MISSION SCORE

MAIN EVIDENCE POINTS

TOTAL POINTS EARNED

BONUS EVIDENCE POINTS

For your robot successfully getting the ball into the cup 
from C4.

Constructing an original attachment to help disable the
booby trap by getting the ball into the cup.

For decorating and describing the booby trap. Description
can be in your final presentation or in journal.  

   

 

(5 + 10 = 15 or 10 + 10 = 20  max possible bonus points)

=+

YOUR CHALLENGE: PART 2

Create a program that helps your robot get the ball over the booby 

trap and into the cup. Your robot and the attachment should not 

touch the booby trap.

To complete the Challenge, your robot will need to get the ball into 

the cup while staying within the current cell.  

 

 

20
POINTS

For having an additional square between your robot and the 
cup. Robot starts in C5. Only valid if robot successfully gets 
the ball into the cup using the attachment.  

For having additional squares between your robot and the 
cup. Robot starts in C7. Only valid if robot successfully gets 
the ball into the cup using the attachment. 

For describing how each of the members of the team (Craig, 
JP, Kelsey, The Junk Lord, Kit, and Zoe) contributed to your 
attachment design. Can be in final presentation or in journal.

20
POINTS

10
POINTS

5
POINTS

10
POINTS

10
POINTS

-or-
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Please remember to record your Cue program with a screenshot so your 

coach can turn it in as your team’s evidence for the Final Mission.

TURN IN

• Take time to complete team logs (aka, journals) during your WLRC adventure. This is a required item for the final mission.

  • Your coach can find sample templates in the Coaches’ Guide or you can create your own.

  • As a team, set your goals, record your progress, document your successes (and failures), and note your reflections.

• Create a final presentation to illustrate your story and inform others of all that you have learned about the Lost Realm. Your coach 

can learn more about this in their coaches’ final mission guide. 

• Record two short videos of Cue successfully running through your programs for Part 1 and Part 2. 

TEAM JOURNALS
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WRAP UP

Thanks to your creativity, ingenuity, and teamwork,
the Lost Realm has been discovered and opened to 
all the Creek Kids.

Nothing is impossible when clever, creative kids 
team up and push through the obstacles and
barries in front of them. 

You’ve achieved the impossible. Now it’s time to 
rush home for dinner and share your story.

You plan to return to the Lost Realm tomorrow 
and contiune discovering its wonders. And now 
that it’s open to all, there’s no telling who you will 
run into there. 

The Lost Realm is for everyone, just like the creek 
itself. We’re all Creek Kids, and the creek belongs 
to all of us. 

The Lost Realm


